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Los Angeles Times: The Amputation Rate for Diabetics in Poor Areas is High. This Boyle 
Heights Clinic is Trying to Change That 
Maria Valdez didn’t have a lot of options. A wound on her foot that had become infected wasn’t healing 
because of her diabetes. She started using a wheelchair to get around. A year and a half ago, it seemed 
likely she was going to lose part of her leg. On a recent weekday, Valdez lay on a bed in a clinic in Boyle 
Heights. Her doctor, Stanley Mathis, pulled off her sock and lifted her foot toward the ceiling. The heel, 
which once was so decayed he could see the white of the bone, was now covered in smooth skin. 
(Karlamangla, 5/1) 

California Healthline: Federal Money for State-Level Zika Tracking, Prevention May End 
This Summer, Worrying Health Officials 
Money that has helped states with Zika tracking and education may come to an end by this summer, 
putting at risk efforts to better understand the mostly mosquito-borne virus and the devastating birth 
defects associated with it. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention told state health officials in a 
meeting last month that Zika funding is running out and that additional support should not be expected, 
according to a news report. (Ibarra, 5/1) 

Sacramento Bee: ‘Trump Rates’ or Obamacare Rates? Health Plans Can Send Both to 
California Regulators 
When California health insurance companies begin setting 2018 rates, they’ll be able to offer two different 
projections without committing to either one. Insurance Commissioner Dave Jones is inviting the 15 or so 
health insurance providers the state regulates to draw up rates based on different scenarios centered on 
how the Trump administration enforces the Affordable Care Act. (Ashton, 4/28) 

Capital Public Radio: California Boosts Access to Opioid Addiction Treatments 
Opioid addiction medications will soon be more accessible in California, thanks to a $90 million federal 
grant. One project the state is focusing on is helping more physicians prescribe a drug called 
buprenorphine. (Schilling, 4/28) 

Ventura County Star: Majority of County's Pregnant Women Bypassed Key Vaccination 
Less than half of Ventura County women who gave birth in 2015 said they were vaccinated during 
pregnancy against whooping cough, according to state records. Across California, 49 percent of pregnant 
women said they received vaccinations designed to protect them and their babies against a contagious 
disease that reached epidemic levels three years ago, according to provisional data from the California 
Department of Public Health. (Kisken, 4/28) 
 
CAPITOL HILL WATCH 

The Associated Press: Lawmakers Settle on Hard-Fought $1 Trillion Spending Bill 
Congressional Republicans and Democrats have reached agreement on a huge $1 trillion-plus spending 
bill that would fund most government operations through September but denies President Donald Trump 
money for a border wall and rejects his proposed cuts to popular domestic programs. ... The measure 
funds the remainder of the 2017 budget year, through Sept. 30, rejecting cuts to popular domestic 
programs targeted by Trump such as medical research and infrastructure grants. (Taylor, 5/1) 
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The Washington Post: Lawmakers’ Questionable Stock Trades Prompt New Bill 
Rep. Louise M. Slaughter introduced a bill Friday to close “ethics loopholes” in a five-year-old law that has 
failed to stop members of Congress from taking advantage of exclusive stock deals that are not available 
to the general public. Slaughter (D-N.Y.), a co-author of the 2012 Stock Act, said she decided that 
amendments to the law are needed because of controversial, discounted stock purchases that were 
made by Reps. Chris Collins (R-N.Y.) and Tom Price (R-Ga.), now the secretary of health and human 
services,  in 2015 and 2016. (Kindy, 4/28) 

The Washington Post: The Therapeutic Fraud Prevention Act of 2017 was Introduced by 
Democrats in Congress  
Democratic lawmakers introduced a bill that would ban the practice of “conversion therapy,” treatments 
that historically have targeted the LGBT community and claim to be able to change a person’s sexual 
orientation or gender identity. The Therapeutic Fraud Prevention Act of 2017 was introduced Tuesday 
by Rep. Ted Lieu (D-Calif.), along with Sens. Patty Murray (D-Wash.) and Cory Booker (D-N.J.). About 70 
other members of Congress, all Democrats, have said they support the bill, which would allow the Federal 
Trade Commission to classify conversion therapy and its practitioners as fraudulent. (Wang, 4/27) 

ADMINISTRATION NEWS 

The Washington Post: Trump Appoints Antiabortion Champion to HHS Post  
President Trump announced that he will appoint Charmaine Yoest, one of the nation’s most prominent 
antiabortion activists, to a high-level post in the HHS. Yoest, a former Reagan administration official who 
was president of Americans United for Life, will serve as assistant secretary of public affairs. In that 
position, she will help develop a communications strategy for the agency that includes Medicaid, 
Medicare, the ACA and family planning programs. (Somashekhar, 4/28) 

HEALTH LAW 

The New York Times: Pushing for Vote on Health Care Bill, Trump Seems Unclear on Its 
Details 
After two false starts on President Trump’s promise to repeal the ACA, Trump administration officials are 
pressing the House to vote on a revised version of the Republican repeal bill this week, perhaps as soon 
as Wednesday, administration officials said. And on Sunday, Mr. Trump insisted that the Republican 
health legislation would not allow discrimination against people with pre-existing medical conditions, an 
assertion contradicted by numerous health policy experts as well as the AMA. (Pear, 5/1) 

MARKETPLACE 

The Associated Press: Appeals Court Upholds Decision to Block Anthem Bid for Cigna 
A federal appeals court on Friday left in place a decision blocking Blue Cross-Blue Shield insurer 
Anthem’s bid to buy rival Cigna, saying that a bigger company is not better for consumers. The 2-1 
decision upholds a federal judge’s ruling in February that said the proposed $48 billion acquisition would 
further reduce competition in the already concentrated health insurance market. Anthem argued the 
combination would save $2.4 billion in medical costs and lead to lower consumer premiums. But the 
Justice Department said Anthem had no real plan to reach those savings. (Hananel and Murphy, 4/28) 
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

NPR: Stroke Procedure Results in Miraculous Recovery for Some Patients 
On July 17, 2014 Kurt Hinrichs, of Gladstone, Mo., went to bed early. As often happens, he woke in the 
middle of the night. When he tried to get out of bed, he crashed to the floor, which woke his wife, Alice. 
"At first it was like, 'What's going on?'" Alice says. "Are you dreaming? Are you sleepwalking?" Kurt wasn't 
responding to anything Alice asked him, so she called 911. (Zhorov, 5/1) 

NPR: Yo-Yo Dieting could be Harmful to the Heart 
So-called 'yo-yo dieting' — where people lose weight and gain it back again – doubles the risk of a heart 
attack, stroke or death in people who've already got significant heart disease. That's the conclusion of an 
international study published recently in the New England Journal of Medicine. (Neighmond, 5/1) 

The Washington Post: Waiting and Watching with ‘Stage 0’ Breast Cancer Put to 
Nationwide Test 
Barbara Nickles and Ligia Toro de Stefani are both women in their early 60s who were diagnosed with 
abnormal cells in a breast, or Stage 0 breast cancer, as it’s sometimes labeled. Nickles decided to have a 
double mastectomy. Toro de Stefani opted for “active surveillance” and a twice-yearly battery of tests. “I 
wish I had breasts, but I am also happy they are gone so that I don’t have to worry so much about breast 
cancer,” says Nickles, whose grandmother had the disease. “Quality of life is the most important thing to 
me,” says Toro de Stefani, an avid traveler and scuba diver. (McGinley, 4/29) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

Los Angeles Times: Crowdfunding for Medical Expenses is Rising — When it should be 
Eradicated 
It should be obvious as a fundamental principle that in a civilized country, crowdfunding for direct medical 
expenses should be utterly unnecessary. You get sick or injured, your medical care should be covered by 
the community at large. Yet public appeals by families or individuals for help paying basic medical bills 
seem to be on the rise in the United States. Crowdfunding websites such as GoFundMe.com report that 
medical expenses rank as their largest single category of appeals; other sites such as HelpHopeLive 
have sprung up specifically for medical expense appeals. (Michael Hiltzik, 4/28) 
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California Healthline: Trump’s Vow to Squeeze ‘Sanctuary Cities’ could Play Havoc with 
Health Programs in California 
The Trump administration’s tough stance on immigration has some local health department officials 
worried it could spur cuts in federal funding and complicate a wide variety of programs, from efforts to 
battle the opioid epidemic to domestic violence initiatives. The Department of Justice (DOJ) sent 
letters April 21 to nine jurisdictions — including the state of California — threatening to deny them agency 
funding because of their status as “sanctuary cities.” That federal assistance broadly supports criminal 
justice initiatives, but it often reaches well beyond police departments and courtrooms to include violence 
prevention programs and other efforts to address social factors that affect health. (Luthra, 5/2) 

Reuters: U.S. Top Court Rejects 'Gay Conversion' Therapy Ban Challenge 
The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday left intact California's ban on "gay conversion" therapy aimed at 
turning youths under age 18 away from homosexuality, rejecting a Christian minister's challenge to the 
law asserting it violates religious rights. The justices, turning away a challenge to the 2012 law for the 
second time in three years, let stand a lower court's ruling that it was constitutional and neither impinged 
upon free exercise of religion nor impacted the activities of clergy members. (Chung, 5/1) 

ADMINISTRATION NEWS 

Los Angeles Times: New USDA Secretary Announces Rollback of Obama-Era Nutrition 
Standards for School Lunches 
The Obama administration placed standards on school lunch nutrition in 2010 when it passed the 
Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act. During that time, Michelle Obama was seen by many as a leading 
advocate in the fight against childhood obesity. She started the Let’s Move! campaign, which sought to 
encourage children to take part in more physical activity and help provide healthier food options in 
schools in under-served communities. The percentage of U.S. children with obesity has more than tripled 
since the 1970s, causing long-term physical and emotional distress for children, according to the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention. (Etehad, 5/1) 

USA Today: Overweight Kids are Costing America Billions 
The best way to set your kid up for financial success can be a nest egg, a grandparent's inheritance or a 
healthy 529 plan. Or, it could be as simple as keeping them in shape. A Johns Hopkins University study 
found overweight people, over the course of a lifetime, spend an average of about $30,000 more than 
healthy people on medical conditions associated with obesity, such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, 
heart attacks, heart failure and certain types of cancers. (Rossman, 5/1) 

HEALTH LAW 

McClatchy: Trump's Obamacare Repeal Bill Tough for Republicans in California 
The reluctance of California Republicans who fear losing re-election over the bill is a serious problem for 
national GOP leaders – who are desperate for a win and can only afford to lose 23 votes from among 
their 238 members in the U.S. House. At least nine of California’s 14 House Republicans so far have 
declined to publicly endorse the latest version of the AHCA, the work-in-progress designed as the GOP 
alternative to the Obama administration’s Patient Protection and ACA. (Cockerham and Doyle, 5/2) 
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Politico: GOP Suffers Surprise Defection on Obamacare Repeal 
President Donald Trump dialed up his campaign-trail ally Rep. Billy Long on Monday, after the Missouri 
Republican announced his decision to vote against the Republican plan to replace Obamacare. The goal 
was straightforward: Persuade Long to change his mind. It didn't work. Though Long hails from a deeply 
conservative district that overwhelmingly backed Trump over Hillary Clinton in November, and Long 
supported earlier versions of the legislation, the president's entreaties fell short, GOP insiders said. 
(Cheney, Bade and Dawsey, 5/1) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 
 
Kaiser Health News: Urgent Care Sites Cater To Cancer Patients, Letting Them Check 
Some Worries At Door 
Hospitals and oncology practices are setting up urgent care services aimed specifically at cancer patients 
to help keep them out of the hospital. (Andrews, 5/2) 

NPR: Kids and Teens Challenge Either/Or Genders 
Max, age 13, is agender — neither male nor female. When referring to Max, you don't use "he" or "she;" 
you use "they." Once strictly a pronoun of the plural variety, "they" is now doing double duty as singular, 
too — referring to individuals, like Max, who do not see gender as an either/or option. ... If the whole 
he/she pronoun thing feels awkward to you, Max is sympathetic — and patient. (Brooks, 5/2) 

The New York Times: Clues to Zika Damage Might Lie in Cases of Twins 
On the bed next to her brother, Ana Vitória da Silva Araújo acted like the 1-year-old she was. She smiled 
and babbled. She played with a stuffed whale. She plucked the pacifier from her brother’s mouth and the 
burp cloth from his shoulder. Her brother, João Lucas, seemed unaware of her, his eyes closed, his 
mouth making sucking motions. It was typical behavior for a newborn. But João Lucas is the exact same 
age as Ana Vitória — they are twins. (Belluck and Franco, 5/1) 

WBUR: Celebrity Chef Tom Colicchio: 'We Can End Hunger in This Country' 
Hunger in America can often seem invisible, but recent studies have shown that it is a problem that 
affects millions of people, many of them children. An estimated 13.1 million kids live in homes with 
insufficient food, according to the most recent figures from the U.S. Department of Agriculture. And the 
number of college students struggling with hunger has prompted more campuses to open food 
pantries. Seniors and people with disabilities also suffer from hunger, and federal money for programs 
like Meals on Wheels may face cuts under President Trump's proposed budget. (Dalrymple, 5/1) 

HEALTH IT 

The New York Times: One Day, a Machine Will Smell Whether You’re Sick 
Blindfolded, would you know the smell of your mom, a lover or a co-worker? Not the smells of their 
colognes or perfumes, not of the laundry detergents they use — the smells of them? Each of us has a 
unique “odorprint” made up of thousands of organic compounds. These molecules offer a whiff of who we 
are, revealing age, genetics, lifestyle, hometown — even metabolic processes that underlie our health. 
(Murphy, 5/1) 
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PHARMACEUTICALS 

The Baltimore Sun: National Group Wants Cancer Warning Labels on Acid Reflux Drugs 
Like many people, [Charles] Rutherford, had no idea his acid reflux put him at risk for cancer. The 
Esophageal Cancer Action Network, a national organization based in Baltimore, wants that to change. In 
its latest effort, the nonprofit group known as ECAN filed a citizen's petition Monday with the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration asking the agency to require warnings about the cancer risk of acid reflux on the 
labels of such over-the-counter medications as Prilosec and Nexium. (McDaniels, 5/1) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

The New York Times: For Bad Backs, it may be Time to Rethink Biases about 
Chiropractors 
About two of every three people will probably experience significant low back pain at some point. A 
physician like me might suggest any number of potential treatments and therapies. But one I never 
considered was a referral for spinal manipulation. It appears I may have been mistaken. For initial 
treatment of lower back pain, it may be time for me (and other physicians) to rethink our biases. (Aaron E. 
Carroll, 5/1) 
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California Healthline: To Save on Medi-Cal Costs, a Bid to Help Homeless Patients with 
Rent Money 
Helping homeless Medi-Cal patients afford shelter could curb their frequent emergency room visits and 
save California millions of dollars a year. California lawmakers are considering a measure to devote an 
additional $90 million in state housing money over five years to subsidize rent for homeless Medi-Cal 
patients. That money would pay for all or part of the monthly rent for about 1,500 people. (Bartolone, 5/3) 

Los Angeles Times: California's House Republicans are Crucial to This Week's 
Healthcare Push. Here's Where They Stand 
House Republican leaders are working feverishly to find a few members to support a bill to roll back the 
Affordable Care Act, and they could use some help from some in California’s GOP delegation who 
haven't taken a position on it. News outlets that have polled the entire GOP caucus say they've found 19 
to 22 Republicans who will vote against it. That’s focused attention on roughly two dozen undecided 
members. Eight of them are Californians. (Wire, 5/2) 

Ventura County Star: Hank Lacayo Leaves a Legacy of Empowering Others 
As Hank Lacayo told the story — and as with all his stories, he told it many times — he had moved to 
Newbury Park in the late 1980s to more or less retire. In his late-50s, he had by then packed in what most 
would consider to be more than a lifetime of accomplishments. It was time to start slowing down. But 
when his sons' Newbury Park High School band launched a fundraising drive, Hank did what he always 
did. He got involved. To the everlasting benefit of Ventura County, his adopted home, he never slowed 
down again. (Herdt, 5/2) 

Ventura County Star: High Levels of Toxin Lead to Ventura County Shellfish Ban 
The same toxin blamed for the high numbers of sick birds and sea lions has prompted a ban on 
recreationally harvested shellfish.Public health officials found dangerous levels of domoic acid in mussels 
from Ventura County, making them unsafe to consume. The naturally occurring toxin can cause illness or 
death, the California Department of Public Health reported. Officials urged people to avoid recreationally 
harvested mussels, clams, scallops and other shellfish, but not those commercially sold. (Carlson, 5/2) 

Ventura County Star: Puppies Help Students Beat Stress During Finals Week 
Finals are crunch time, and as anxiety levels skyrocket this time of year, colleges in Ventura County are 
helping students find different ways to decompress...[Oxnard College's] Associated Student Government 
has prepared several activities for students during this month's finals week. On May 10, students can get 
free 10-minute massages, and on May 11, students are invited to participate in a drum circle. On May 15, 
two food trucks will be on campus, serving barbecue meals and free burgers. (Doyle, 5/2) 
 
CAPITOL HILL WATCH 

The Hill: Lawmakers Push FDA to Allow Over-the-Counter Hearing Aids 
Lawmakers weighed a bill to permit the sale of over-the-counter hearing aids on Tuesday at a hearing on 
ways to ease regulations on medical technology. The Over-the-Counter Hearing Aid Act of 2017, a 
measure with bipartisan support offered by Rep. Joseph Kennedy (D-Mass.) and co-sponsored by Rep. 
Marsha Blackburn (R-Tenn.), would order the FDA to draft regulations allowing companies to sell the 
devices in retail settings, including online. (Eagan, 5/2) 
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HEALTH LAW 

Kaiser Health News: Clock is Ticking on GOP Bill: 5 Ways Health Care Tug-of-War May 
Play Out 
House leaders stressed that they are still working to muster a majority to pass the bill, which was 
originally scheduled for a full floor vote in March. Here are some possible ways the effort could play out. 
(Rovner, 5/3) 

The New York Times: G.O.P. Scrambles as a Crucial Voice Shuns the Latest Health Bill 
Representative Fred Upton of Michigan was only the latest Republican defector, but he carries more 
sway than most. The former chairman of one of the House committees that drafted the American Health 
Care Act, as the Republicans call their measure, Mr. Upton said the latest version of the health care bill 
“torpedoes” protections for people with pre-existing medical conditions. (Kaplan and Pear, 5/2) 

Politico: Obamacare Repeal's Biggest Obstacle? Sick People 
Years of Republican efforts to repeal Obamacare might end up failing thanks to a very compelling 
constituency: the sickest Americans. Democratic activists have turned the health care law's guarantee to 
cover people with pre-existing conditions into Republicans' Achilles' heel, using the issue to slow and, 
potentially, even thwart what the GOP hoped would be a quick repeal effort. (Haberkorn, 5/2) 

MARKETPLACE 

Reuters: Insurer Aetna Posts Loss, Evaluates Obamacare Exposure 
Like other U.S.-based health insurers including Anthem Inc and Molina Healthcare Corp, Aetna faces 
deadlines to file 2018 plans but is uncertain about components of premium rates such as the continuation 
of government subsidies and the mandate for Americans to have insurance. (5/2) 

Los Angeles Times: Molina Healthcare Fires its CEO and CFO, Sons of the Company's 
Founder 
The growing, Long Beach-based health insurer has nearly 5 million customers in 12 states and Puerto 
Rico, most of them insured through Medicaid, the government program for the poor. In California, Molina 
currently insures 765,000 people and operates its own clinics around the state. The company also has 
Medicare programs, and more than 1 million customers who purchased a plan on one of the marketplace 
exchanges created by the Affordable Care Act, or Obamacare. (Petersen, 5/2) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

Kaiser Health News: Mom’s Policy, Medicaid or a Health Exchange Plan: What’s a Grad to 
do? 
Like many recent grads, after Maegan Samuel got her bachelor’s degree from Howard University in 2014, 
she held a series of temporary jobs — day care worker, secretary — before landing a permanent position 
a year ago working in operations for a nonprofit association of public health programs in the District of 
Columbia. Yet throughout this unsettled time, there has been one constant she could count on: her 
mom’s health insurance, which has covered her as a dependent all along. (Andrews, 5/3) 
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The Associated Press: Overcoming Opioids: When Pills are a Hospital's Last Resort 
An estimated 2 million people in the U.S. are addicted to prescription opioids, and an average of 91 
Americans die every day from an overdose of those painkillers or their illicit cousin, heroin. This grim 
spiral often starts in the hospital. A Harvard study published in the New England Journal of Medicine in 
February raised the troubling prospect that for every 48 patients newly prescribed an opioid in the 
emergency room, one will use the pills for at least six months over the next year. And the longer they're 
used, the higher the risk for becoming dependent. (Neergaard, 5/2) 

The Washington Post: Life Expectancy Improves for Blacks, and the Racial Gap is 
Closing, CDC Reports 
Blacks experienced a 25 percent drop in their overall death rate, compared to a 14 percent decrease for 
whites, between 1999 and 2015. Deaths from heart disease, cancer and stroke declined sharply among 
blacks 65 and older, and in that age group, blacks now have a lower death rate than whites, the CDC 
said. But its report shows that the United States has a long way to go before it achieves health equity. 
Blacks in every age group under 65 continue to have significantly higher death rates than whites. Black 
life expectancy at birth is about 3½ years lower than that of whites. (Achenbach, 5/2) 

The Washington Post: FDA Delays Enforcement of Stricter Standards for E-Cigarette, 
Cigar Industry 
The Trump administration has delayed enforcement of a rule finalized last year that imposed strict 
oversight over electronic cigarettes and cigars for the first time. The move, which the Justice Department 
revealed in court filings Monday night in both the District and Alabama, comes as the vaping and tobacco 
industries are launching a concerted effort to roll back the Food and Drug Administration regulation 
through both legislation and litigation. (Eilperin, 5/2) 

PHARMACEUTICALS 

ProPublica: With Drug Reps Kept at Bay, Doctors Prescribe More Judiciously 
When teaching hospitals put pharmaceutical sales representatives on a shorter leash, their doctors 
tended to order fewer promoted brand-name drugs and used more generic versions instead, a study 
shows. The results were significant compared to doctors who worked at hospitals that did not limit sales 
reps from freely walking their halls or providing meals or gifts. (Ornstein, 5/2) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

The New York Times: My Medicaid, My Life 
I am a Medicaid welfare queen. When Republicans talk about safety net programs like Medicaid, Social 
Security and food stamps, they evoke images of people like me gabbing on their smartphones, eating 
steak and watching TV from the comfort of home. Political rhetoric and media coverage paints us as 
unmotivated and undeserving individuals, passive consumers of taxpayer dollars who are out to “game 
the system,” taking resources away from hard-working people. (Alice Wong, 5/3) 

DHNR is a daily compilation of news stories from GCHP's Communications Department. 

Certain news organizations are protected via a paywall requiring the purchase of a subscription to 
view their content. 
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CALIFORNIA WATCH                            MAY 5, 2017 

Sacramento Bee: Health Coverage for Millions of Californians Threatened by Repeal of 
Affordable Care Act 
Many of the 5 million Californians who receive health coverage through the Affordable Care Act risk 
losing insurance under GOP legislation passed Thursday by the House of Representatives. State and 
health industry officials said they hoped the U.S. Senate would block the bill or revise it to better protect 
low-income communities and people with pre-existing conditions. (Caiola, 5/4) 
 
CAPITOL HILL WATCH 
 
The Washington Post: Members of Congress and Their Aides Won’t be Exempted from 
the GOP Health-Care Plan. But They’re Unlikely to Feel the Impact Much Anyway. 
Lawmakers and congressional staff are unlikely to face higher premiums or fewer health-care benefits as 
a direct result of the House Republicans’ health-care plan for one big reason: they work in the District of 
Columbia. That’s the conclusion of health-care experts who said Congress’s 535 lawmakers and the 
thousands of Capitol Hill staffers who work for them won’t be much affected by the American Health Care 
Act, which passed the House narrowly on Thursday. This is despite the House’s move to nullify a 
provision in the amended bill that originally exempting them from the plan’s changes, according to several 
health-care experts. (Viebeck, 5/5) 
 
The New York Times: House Passes Measure to Repeal and Replace the Affordable Care 
Act 
The House on Thursday narrowly approved legislation to repeal and replace major parts of the ACA, as 
Republicans recovered from their earlier failures and moved a step closer to delivering on their promise to 
reshape American health care without mandated insurance coverage. (Kaplan and Pear, 5/4) 
 
Politico: Republicans Don’t Really Like the Health Care Bill They Just Passed 
Republicans have been saying this particular bill was set to pass because it’s a now-or-never situation — 
especially after the embarrassing collapse of the first effort in March — and they’re been finding solace in 
the idea that the legislation won't be the final product anyway. (Dawsey, 5/4) 
 
Los Angeles Times: California's Republicans All Voted Yes on the Healthcare Bill. Now 
Democrats Have a Campaign Issue 
All 14 Republicans in California’s congressional delegation voted Thursday to dismantle Obamacare, a 
move that could have ripple effects for the midterm elections 18 months from now as Democrats sense an 
opportunity to win back House control. Half of the 14 represent districts that backed Hillary Clinton for 
president last fall, and Democrats already are plotting to oust vulnerable Republicans on the same topic 
that swept them out of the majority following the 2010 Affordable Care Act vote. (Wire, 5/4) 
 
USA Today: Trump Claims Victory on Repealing Obamacare, but He Still Has a Long Way 
to Go 
President Trump took a televised victory lap Thursday after the House voted to pass a bill that would 
repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act – an unusual Rose Garden ceremony considering that final 
victory remains miles away. "What a great group of people," Trump said, surrounded by some four dozen 
House Republicans gathered at the White House. "It's going to be an unbelievable victory... when we get 
it through the Senate." (Jackson, 5/4) 
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The New York Times: What’s in the AHCA: The Major Provisions of the Republican Health 
Bill 
Here is a summary of major provisions of the House bill, the American Health Care Act. (Pear, 5/4) 
 
Boston Globe: Elizabeth Warren on GOP Health Bill: ‘People Will Die’ 
Senator Elizabeth Warren was blunt in her condemnation of the GOP health care bill passed by the 
House Thursday, saying that “people will die” as a result of the measure. “This isn’t football. It’s not about 
scoring points,” Warren wrote in a statement released Thursday afternoon. (Reiss, 5/4) 
 
Kaiser Health News: A Squeaker in the House Becomes Headache for the Senate: 5 
Things to Watch 
Now the bill — and the multitude of questions surrounding it — moves across the Capitol to the Senate. 
And the job doesn’t get any easier. With only a two-vote Republican majority and no likely Democratic 
support, it would take only three GOP “no” votes to sink the bill. ... Here are five of the biggest flashpoints 
that could make trouble for the bill in the upper chamber. (Rovner, 5/4) 
 
HEALTH LAW 
 
The Washington Post: Kevin McCarthy’s Claim That ‘Nobody on Medicaid is Going to be 
Taken Away’ 
Before the House narrowly approved the Republican bill to overhaul the Affordable Care Act, McCarthy 
defended it in an interview with CNN’s Dana Bash after she noted that Democrats paid a price at the polls 
for passing Obamacare. She wondered whether Republicans are “going to face that very same buzz saw 
for taking a benefit away.” McCarthy responded, “We’re not taking a benefit away. Nobody on Medicaid is 
going to be taken away.” Considering that the American Health Care Act would reduce anticipated 
Medicaid outlays by $880 billion, or 25 percent, over the next 10 years, what is he talking about? 
(Kessler, 5/5) 
 
The New York Times: In Rare Unity, Hospitals, Doctors and Insurers Criticize Health Bill 
It is a rare unifying moment. Hospitals, doctors, health insurers and some consumer groups, with few 
exceptions, are speaking with one voice and urging significant changes to the Republican health care 
legislation that passed the House on Thursday. (Abelson and Thomas, 5/4) 
 
Kaiser Health News: Sounds Like a Good Idea? High-Risk Pools 
High-risk pools are a key concept that helped House Republicans pass their replacement for the 
Affordable Care Act. That bill, the American Health Care Act, which still must pass the Senate to become 
law, allows states to opt out of the requirement for insurers to cover people with preexisting conditions 
and set up high-risk pools for these people instead. (Rovner and Ying, 5/4) 
 
The Associated Press: GOP Health Care Bill Would Allow Employers to Cap Benefits 
The Republican health care plan that passed the House on Thursday targeted a key protection for 
Americans who get their health insurance through work. It would allow health insurance companies to 
impose lifetime and annual caps on benefits for those who get coverage through a large-employer plan. 
Former President Barack Obama's health care overhaul banned insurers from imposing such caps, and 
public opinion surveys have shown that prohibition was popular. (Mulvihill, 5/4) 
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Reuters: Health Insurers Focused on 2018 Unknowns for Obamacare Market 
While attention is focused on Republicans' fight to pass a bill to repeal Obamacare starting in 2019, 
health insurers are busy struggling with decisions they need to make now about how to price premiums 
and what markets they can afford to be in next year. Hospitals are on the other side of that coin, 
concerned that a spike in the cost of Obamacare premiums next year will cause many people to simply 
drop insurance coverage, reducing their revenues in the near future. (Humer, 5/4) 
 
PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 
 
NPR: Measuring Drug Impairment in Drivers Easier Said than Done 
Drug-impaired driving is a growing concern for highway safety officials. But, as a recent report makes 
clear, its actual impact is still difficult to measure. The report from the Governors Highway Safety 
Association, a group of state highway safety offices, found that in 2015, among fatally injured drivers with 
a known test result, drugs were detected more frequently than alcohol. (Hobson, 5/5) 
 
The Associated Press: 'Gray Death' is the Latest Opioid Street Mix Causing Worry 
It’s being called “gray death” — a new and dangerous opioid combo that underscores the ever-changing 
nature of the U.S. addiction crisis. Investigators who nicknamed the street mixture have detected it or 
recorded overdoses blamed on it in Alabama, Georgia and Ohio. The drug looks like concrete mix and 
varies in consistency from a hard, chunky material to a fine powder. The substance is a combination of 
several opioids blamed for thousands of fatal overdoses nationally, including heroin, fentanyl, carfentanil 
— sometimes used to tranquilize large animals like elephants — and a synthetic opioid called U-47700. 
(Welsh-Huggins, 5/4) 
 
EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

Los Angeles Times: The GOP's Healthcare 'Victory' was Anything But 
Republicans created a myth about the Affordable Care Act, claiming that Democrats rammed it through 
under cover of darkness. For years they mocked then-House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s statement that “we 
have to pass the bill so that you can find out what is in it.” But this phrase was taken out of context: She 
was talking about how the news media had distorted the bill. At any rate, this story about the ACA was 
completely false. Democrats let the Congressional Budget Office carefully score the bill and if it was 
rushed it was with the slowest haste in legislative history — the process took more than a year. (Scott 
Lemieux, 5/4) 
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CALIFORNIA WATCH                            MAY 4, 2017 

Los Angeles Times: California Shows Why the Republican Plan to Rely on States to 
Replace Obamacare May Not Work 
Richard Figueroa still shudders at the memory of the calls he fielded as enrollment director of California’s 
special health plan for sick patients who’d been rejected by insurers. Desperate callers pleaded to get off 
the waiting list as cancer or other illnesses worsened. Enrollees struggled to understand why the plan 
would not cover all the treatment they needed. (Levey, 5/3) 

California Healthline: Blue Shield CEO Says GOP’s ‘Flawed’ Health Bill would Harm 
Sicker Consumers 
The chief executive of Blue Shield of California, the largest insurer on the state’s insurance marketplace, 
issued a blunt critique of the Republican health care bill, saying it would once more lock Americans with 
preexisting conditions out of affordable coverage. Paul Markovich said the GOP’s AHCA is “flawed” and 
“could return us to a time when people who were born with a birth defect or who became sick could not 
purchase or afford insurance.” The bill is set to come up for a vote on Thursday. (Terhune, 5/3) 

Sacramento Bee: Unfunded Health Care Promises are ‘Snake Oil,’ Says would-be 
California Governor 
Democrat Antonio Villaraigosa likes to say healthcare is a right, not a privilege. ... But now as a candidate 
for governor, Villaraigosa said he isn’t prepared to embrace single-payer without first identifying a way to 
pay for it, putting him at odds with his Democratic opponent, Lt. Gov. Gavin Newsom, who says he would 
push a universal, single-payer system, and is working with allies on such a proposal. (Cadelago, 5/3) 

Ventura County Star: Healthy Thousand Oaks Family Credits March of Dimes 
By late that night, the Thousand Oaks resident and her husband Anthony were in the maternity ward of 
Los Robles Hospital & Medical Center, where doctors furiously tried to stave off a premature birth. But 
contractions persisted, and the 27-year-old gave birth the next day to baby Abigail in an emergency 
Caesarean section...[Jen] Francis said the support of her family, who lives close by, helped everyone get 
through the ordeal. She is also grateful to the March of Dimes, which developed the medication for NEC. 
And because of their gratitude to the organization, the Francis family was the Ventura County March for 
Babies Ambassador Family at a recent fundraiser at California Lutheran University. (Flans, 5/3) 

HEALTH LAW 

The New York Times: What to Watch for: Nail-Biter on Repealing Health Law 
House Republican leaders plan on Thursday to try yet again to advance legislation to repeal and replace 
major parts of the ACA. A sizable number of House Republicans have been either opposed to the bill or 
undecided. But Republican leaders now say they have the votes to pass the legislation. (Kaplan, 5/4) 

San Francisco Chronicle: Trump, GOP Leaders Lean on California Republicans to Pass 
Health Bill 
President Trump and House GOP leaders leaned hard Wednesday on undecided Republicans, including 
vulnerable Californians in swing districts, in a last-ditch effort to pass their proposed repeal of the ACA 
this week. By late in the day, Republican leaders expressed confidence they had the support they needed 
to repeal former President Barack Obama’s signature legislative victory, and said the House would vote 
Thursday. (Lochhead, 5/3) 
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The Hill: Lawmakers Plot to Oust Tuesday Group Leader over Health Bill 
"There is dissension in the ranks," said one Tuesday Group member who backs MacArthur's ouster. "The 
Tuesday Group, to me, is a group of concerned, like-minded representatives who discuss issues, not 
negotiate positions on behalf of the group, but have meetings on Tuesday and have lunch and discuss 
the pending issues of the day." (Wong, 5/3) 

Politico: Deep-Pocketed Health Care Lobbies Line Up Against Trump 
Just about every major health care group opposes President Donald Trump’s health care overhaul — and 
the self-styled negotiator-in-chief hasn’t tried cutting a deal with them. The opposition from the deep-
pocketed health care industry — and patient advocacy groups from the American Heart Association to the 
March of Dimes — has made it hard for Republicans to push Obamacare repeal through the House. And 
they could be a persistent obstacle if the legislation makes it to the Senate. (Cancryn, Karlin-Smith and 
Demko, 5/3) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

USA Today: Racism May be Making Our Kids Unhealthy 
Racism damages our children’s health, a recent study found, negatively affecting the wellness of wealthy 
white kids and poor minorities the most. The study, which will be presented this weekend by lead author 
Dr. Ashaunta Anderson, found kids who endured racism had lower levels of general health, including 
higher rates of anxiety, depression and ADHD. The study isn’t the first to explore racism’s link to physical 
health. (Rossman, 5/4) 

NPR: Spit Test May Reveal Concussion Severity in Children 
A little spit may help predict whether a child's concussion symptoms will subside in days or persist for 
weeks. A test that measures fragments of genetic material in saliva was nearly 90 percent accurate in 
identifying children and adolescents whose symptoms persisted for at least a month, a Penn State team 
told the Pediatric Academic Societies Meeting in San Francisco, Calif. In contrast, a concussion survey 
commonly used by doctors was right less than 70 percent of the time. (Hamilton, 5/4) 

Los Angeles Times: Congressional Representatives Warn WHO of OxyContin Maker's 
Global Push 
Members of Congress called on the World Health Organization Wednesday to “do everything in its power” 
to stop the manufacturer of the highly addictive painkiller OxyContin from setting off “a worldwide opioid 
epidemic” with its rapid expansion into developing countries and other foreign markets. In a letter to the 
WHO’s director-general, a dozen U.S. representatives from areas devastated by opioid addiction urged 
the international medical community to be wary of Connecticut opioid maker Purdue Pharma and its 
international arm, known as Mundipharma. (Ryan, 5/3) 

KPBS: San Diego Scientists Find Further Evidence a Club Drug Could Treat Depression 
San Diego scientists say they have found new evidence to support the idea that a common drug — which 
some users take illegally for its dissociative effects — could be used to treat depression. Ketamine has 
long been used as an anesthetic, and some users take it as a hallucinogenic club drug. But a number of 
studies have shown it may also alleviate depression. (Wagner, 5/3) 
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PHARMACEUTICALS 

USA Today: Drug Makers Use Co-Pay Coupons to Help Mask Their Rising Drug Prices 
Drug maker-funded coupons and patient assistance programs are proving to be an uncertain and often 
questionable way for patients to afford what a new report shows are increasingly expensive specialty and 
other brand name drugs. Growth in drug spending by commercial and government insurance plans 
slowed last year to 5.8% less than half the growth rate in 2014 and 2015, a report by the QuintilesIMS 
Institute showed. Much of the slowing was due to lower sales of Hepatitis C drugs. (O'Donnell, 5/3) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

Los Angeles Times: Using Abortion as an Excuse to Deny Californians Subsidized 
Healthcare is Unnecessary and Cruel 
In their zeal to restrict abortion, House Republicans could once again put the federal government on a 
collision course with California over the rights the state guarantees its residents. The GOP leadership’s 
healthcare bill, which is headed for a crucial vote this week, would replace the Affordable Care Act’s 
premium subsidies with new tax credits available to a broader range of Americans. But it would flatly bar 
the credits from being spent on any policy that covers abortions. And under California law, all insurance 
policies offered in the state must include such coverage. (5/4) 

Sacramento Bee: As California Debates Single-Payer Health Care, Consider How Much 
Taxes Would Rise 
Under a single-payer system, health care would be financed through taxing people to support a 
government-run program rather than through having them or their employers pay for private health 
insurance coverage. Doing that would require a massive tax increase on California families along with 
huge pay cuts for nurses, doctors and other health care professionals. And, it would spell the end of the 
employer-sponsored insurance that half the state relies on and values. (Jim Wunderman, 5/3) 
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